Moving a human body or a large and bulky object may require the strength of whole arm manipulation (WAM). This type of manipulation places the load on the robot's arms and relies on global properties of the interaction to succeedrather than local contacts such as grasping or non-prehensile pushing. In this paper, we learn to generate motions that enable WAM for holding and transporting of humans in certain rescue or patient care scenarios. We model the task as a reinforcement learning problem in order to provide a robot behavior that can directly respond to external perturbation and human motion. For this, we represent global properties of the robot-human interaction with topology-based coordinates that are computed from arm and torso positions. These coordinates also allow transferring the learned policy to other body shapes and sizes. For training and evaluation, we simulate a dynamic sea rescue scenario and show in quantitative experiments that the policy can solve unseen scenarios with differently-shaped humans, floating humans, or with perception noise. Our qualitative experiments show the subsequent transporting after holding is achieved and we demonstrate that the policy can be directly transferred to a real world setting.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic manipulation is a complex problem that is often approached by grasping [1, 2] or non-prehensile pushing [3] [4] [5] . However, when heavy or bulky objects need to be manipulated whole arm manipulation (WAM) is usually much more suitable [6] [7] [8] [9] . In WAM the robot's arms instead of its sensitive end-effectors are used to carry the load or provide support. This type of interaction is also often observed when somebody moves an injured person [9] or rescues a drowning person at sea. Here, one or both arms are employed to embrace the person's body and then hold and transport the person as seen in Fig. 1 .
In this paper, we learn to generate motions that enable WAM for holding and transporting of humans in certain rescue or patient care scenarios. This is a challenging WAM problem because humans have different sizes and shapes and can move and change their pose during interaction which is difficult to predict and model. WAM has previously been considered from the perspective of mechanical design [10, 11] , robot control [7, 12, 13] and modeling of interaction [14] . In contrast to these works, we generate kinematic During the rescue, the person keeps move up and down due to waves and the robot has to continuously react to these changes.
WAM-motions with a model-free learning-based approach and leave dynamic execution to a standard low-level (PID) controller.
Our scenarios require close interaction between the bodies of a humanoid robot and a person. This interaction is difficult to formalize for planning and control because of variation in geometry and uncertainty about physical response to contact forces. Moreover, the success of this interaction depends on global properties which are difficult to determine geometrically, such as the form of entanglement between the two bodies. Instead of referring to geometry, such as angles and positions of limbs, the magnitude of entanglement between limbs has therefore been considered for generating motions of two humanoid actors [15, 16] . This topologybased representation called Writhe matrix generalizes well to certain changes in body shape, size or their relative pose and we therefore employ it to capture the relationship of the two humanoid bodies in our scenarios.
Several works leverage Writhe matrix coordinates for generating motions: Ho et al. interpolate between a set of keyposes and sequence more complex interactions with a state machine [15, 16] , Stork et al. use sampling-based planning to generate caging-grasps [17, 18] , and Ivan et al. present a control framework for motion planning [19] . For our scenarios, these approaches are not flexible enough because they require defining the interaction using intermediate goals or do not continuously react to changes in the environment, such as waves during a swimming rescue, since they are timeconsuming for one motion. Instead, we employ model-free reinforcement learning to obtain a policy that can generate the desired motion.
In this context, we exploit the topology-based representa-tion in two ways: Because of its invariance properties, we only have to train for one humanoid body shape and can apply the policy to humans of different shapes and sizes, which are actually similar in topology space. Further, since the representation is based only on a simplified skeleton of the body, we can train in a virtual environment and apply the policy in reality without adaption as long as such a skeleton can be provided in the real scene.
Our contributions in this work are:
• formulating motion generation for WAM as a reinforcement learning problem and thus enabling reactive behavior, • exploiting Writhe and Laplacian coordinates in reinforcement learning of WAM interaction with humans, • modeling of two different dual-arm scenarios: interaction with upright and horizontal humanoid. Our evaluation shows that we can reliably learn a policy that can generate the desired motion for different scenarios with a high success rate of 99%. In evaluation with humanoid bodies of different shapes and sizes, bodies in continuous motion, and artificial perception noise, the policy still performs well. Additionally, we show a proof-of-concept for applying the policy in reality with a real robot and person.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first review the works where robots use their arms to hold heavy or bulky objects and then survey learning methods that are similar to our approach.
The classical approach to manipulating bulky objects is based on physical modeling. For instance, Kaneko et al. analyze forces and moments between the robot's legs and the object in order to maintain static balance [20] . Similarly, Florek-Jasińska et al. propose an impedance controller to use contacts at both arms and the robot's chest to grasp a large object [7] . Different to these works, we do not consider contact forces since these are difficult to model for WAM interaction with humans. Instead we are interested in the spacial relationship between robot and human.
Marzinotto et al. maximize Writhe between robot arms and a tunnel hole in the object for collaborative grasping and transport of a large object [18] . The representation and task formulation is similar to other works where Writhe or Linking is considered for caging grasps [17, 21, 22] , motion planning through holes [19, 23] , or animation of humanoid characters [15, 24] . Similar to these works, we employ topology-based coordinates and aim to maximize the linking value between the robot and the person to reach a starting pose for transport. However, instead of samplingbased planning or optimal control which are time-consuming and not suitable for dynamic scenarios, we use reinforcement learning to find a policy which maximizes the linking value. When the target is moving by itself or moved by external influence, the robot can immediately react to the changes since the network forward is fast.
Since deep reinforcement learning has shown success in complex artificial domains [25, 26] , controlling robots with reinforcement learning has become increasingly interesting 1 * 0.5 1 * 0.5 * Fig. 2 : Linking value of two curves for various configurations. [27] . For instance, it has been used to learn grasping [28, 29] or manipulation in dynamic environments [5, 30] . While these works exploit the advantages of deep models for visual input, this makes it difficult for them to generalize to different conditions. In contrast to that, we use topologybased coordinates as input to our policy. These coordinates are an abstraction for the actual shape and appearance of the robot and human and therefore intrinsically allow for generalization to different shapes and sizes.
III. TOPOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION
In this section, we describe how we represent the robothumanoid relationship for our WAM scenario. This representation serves as input to the reinforcement learning policy described in Sec. IV and encodes the spatial relationship between the two bodies. We employ the concepts of Writhe matrix and Laplacian coordinates and define our representation in Sec. III-C.
A. Writhe Matrix
The Writhe matrix W with the entries W i,j is a representation of how much two curves, γ 1 and γ 2 , wind around each other in three-dimensional space [15] . While the Gaussian linking integral Γ(γ 1 , γ 2 ) represents this property as a single scalar [31] ,
the Writhe matrix records this information separately for different segments of the two curves. For this, both curves are approximated with two sequences of line segments, indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . n 1 and j = 1, 2, . . . n 2 , respectively. The entries of the Writhe matrix W i,j are defined for pairs of segments,
where s i 1 and s j 2 are line segments of the two curves. Intuitively, Eq. (1) counts how many windings around the first curve are completed and undone when traveling along the other curve as seen in Fig. 2 . The entries W i,j of the Writhe matrix describe in which way the two line segments s i 1 and s j 2 pass each other. The absolute value of W i,j increases when the segments twist more or get closer and changes sign if the orientation of one segment is swapped.
B. Laplacian Coordinates
Laplacian coordinates [32, 33] describe the spacial relationship of points p ∈ R n that are vertices of a graph G = (V, E) relative to their neighborhood points N G (p) ⊆ V in the graph. These coordinates can describe local deformation of the graph but do not represent the relationship of indirectly We train the policy with the standard humanoid model but also test the policy with the slim and stout models.
connected vertices. The Laplacian coordinate δ i for a point p i ∈ V is computed by a weighted sum of the neighborhood points,
where α ij is the normalization weight,
which sums up to 1 for each point p i so that this representation is invariant to scale [23] .
C. Representing the Robot-Humanoid Relationship
For our two motion generation scenarios, we combine Writhe matrix and Laplacian coordinates to represent the robot-humanoid relationship, similar to [19, 24] . To this end, we abstract the bodies of the robot and the humanoid into a set of curves consisting of line segments, as seen in Fig. 3 . This has the advantage that non-essential features of the bodies' geometry can be ignored by the learning algorithm.
For the robot: We are only interested in the robot's arms and ignore all other body parts because only the arms should be used in the interaction. We introduce one curve for the right arm and one curve for the left arm, r r and r l . Each curve has 7 line segments. The curves run from the base of the arms through the center of the links to the end of the arms where the tool can be attached.
For the humanoid: We want to consider interaction with the arms and the torso. Therefore, we introduce one curve for the arms, h arm , one curve through the neck and the center of the torso, h c , and two curves each running though the shoulder and side of the torso, h r and h l . Each of the four curves has 10 line segments. The curves h c , h r and h l are slightly longer than the torso and the curve h arm ends approximately at the humanoid's elbows. For convenience we use superscript notation to refer to the upper and lower half of the curves in the torso as h upper r and h lower r . Based on the curves defined above, we define two representations for interaction with the humanoid. One for the case where the humanoid is upright and one where the humanoid is horizontal in front of the robot (see Fig. 1 representations allows better modeling of the relevant relationships. Below, we use the notation W(γ 1 , γ 2 ) for the Writhe matrix of curves γ 1 and γ 2 .
Upright Pose: We define one combined Writhe matrix, W U ∈ R 20×14 , from the robot's and humanoid's curves,
This captures the winding relationship between the robot's arms and the closest side of the humanoid's torso as well as the humanoid's arms. The matrix W U is visualized in Fig. 4 
This captures the winding relationship between the robot's arms and the upper and lower part of the humanoid's torso separately. For the matrix L H ∈ R 49×3 , we define the graph G = (V, E) with 16 vertices from r r and r l and 33 vertices from h c , h l , and h r . The edges E are again defined by Delaunay triangulation of V .
IV. LEARNING TO GENERATE MOTIONS
We assume that our robot is compliant and has a low-level controller that accepts desired joint angles and drives the robot's motors while monitoring force and effort limits. That means that our motion policy can command the robot joint angles without directly considering velocities, kinematic, or contacts and we can still get close interaction between the robot and the humanoid. Below we explain how we train the motion policy with deep reinforcement learning.
A. Learning Problem
Our task is in a robot sea rescuing scenario. The robot needs to control its two arms to interact with the drowning person and hold it tightly, such that it can drag the person away from the sea. It should be noted that the person is in the water and floating with the waves. Thus this is a dynamic scenario where the person's position keeps changing so the motion plan must be fast enough to handle the changes.
For setting up a reinforcement learning problem to train the motion generation policy, we need to define a state space S, an action space A, and a reward function r t for each time step t. Below, we first describe the motion that we want to generate in the two interaction scenarios introduced in Sec. III-C, and then formulate the reinforcement learning problem used to learn the policies.
Upright Pose Scenario: The humanoid is positioned upright in front of the robot and we want to achieve a state in which the robot can lift and drag the humanoid backwards, such as in a shoulder drag. To achieve this, we want the robot to move its arms forward and hold the humanoid tightly below the shoulders as seen in Fig. 1(a) .
Horizontal Pose Scenario: The humanoid is positioned horizontally in front of the robot and we want to achieve a state in which the robot can lift and carry the humanoid, such as in a cradle lift carry. This is achieved by moving the robot's arms forward and under the humanoid to hold the humanoid tightly from below as seen in Fig. 1(b) .
Action Space and Control: The action space A = R 14 is the same in both scenarios and consists of desired changes in joint angles. Therefore, the sum of an action a ∈ A and the vector of current joint angle j define a new target for the low-level controller, j + a. In every time step, the robot has 2 seconds to reach the desired joint angle j + a. After that or when the target is reached earlier, the next time step starts.
State Space: In both scenarios, we define the state space S by a combination of the Writhe matrix and the Laplacian coordinates. For the upright case this combination has 20×14+38×3 = 394 dimensions and for the horizontal case it has 15 × 14 + 49 × 3 = 357 dimensions. This state space captures spacial relationships as well as local geometric properties.
Reward Function: For the reward function, we first define the total linking values Γ U and Γ H which sum up the absolute value of linking between the curves that are used to construct the combined Writhe matrices W U and W H ,
and The total linking values in Eq. (7) and (8) capture the global property of how much the involved curves wind around each other. We select the curves precisely so that these values are maximized in robot-humanoid configurations that are required in our two scenarios. Therefore, we define the reward in terms of total linking value, its recent increment and a punishment term:
where β 1 , β 2 are scale factors, Γ ref is an offset value, and Δ t = (Γ U ) t − (Γ U ) t−1 is the last increment in total linking. The second line considers the mean height difference between the robots left and right arm and the humanoid shoulders, z l and z r , and is 0 when the arms are below the shoulders. This makes sure that the robot holds from below and can actually lift or carry the humanoid with its arms. Eq. (9) is defined analogously for the horizontal scenario.
B. Reinforcement Learning
The policy is trained with Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [35] , which is an actor-critic reinforcement learning method. Actor-critic methods maintain both, a policy estimate (the actor) π(a|s; θ π ), which maps the states to actions, and a value estimate (the critic) V (s; θ V ), which predicts the discounted sum of future rewards. Both are modeled as neural networks with their respective parameters θ π and θ V .
During learning, the critic's loss, L V (θ V ), minimizes the difference between actual return R t = ∞ i=t γ i−t r i and estimated value, where γ is the discount factor. The actor's objective J ppo (θ π ) maximizes the advantage function, which estimates the difference between the value of output action and all actions. To encourage exploration [36] , we add the entropy of the policy, E(π), such that the final loss is given by
where c 1 is the value loss coefficient and c 2 is the entropy regularization coefficient.
C. Network Architecture
For reinforcement learning with PPO, we define an actorcritic network as shown in Fig. 5 . We feed the Writhe information and the Laplacian coordinates into separate first layers. First two layers extract useful features from the state vector which are then fed into a recurrent neural network. The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [37] unit allows the model to remember previous states. Using three independent layers, the LSTM state is then mapped to the value estimate, the action mean and the action variance, where the last two define the probabilistic policy π as a multivariate Gaussian.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our work from 3 perspectives: 1) we compare training performance based on the employed topological and spatial representations in comparison to a simple position representation; 2) we quantitatively evaluate the trained policy in terms of the scale of target humanoid model and simulated perception uncertainty; 3) we conduct qualitative experiments with the proposed WAM as well as demonstrate a real world example.
The experiments were conducted in Gazebo [? ] with a Baxter robot and differently scaled humanoid models. In both training and evaluation, we simulate dynamic humanoid models and waves in the water with peak-to-peak distance of 25 cm. For every episode, the humanoid's model is initialized and we randomize its position within a 40 × 40 cm 2 squared region in front of the robot. The step limit T max for each episode is set to 10 resulting in 20s per episode. Within one episode only 0.8ms are spent for motion generating, while the RRT [? ] we tested takes more than 2 minutes to successfully search for a state with linking number over 1.5 in this topology space.
A. Network Training
For training the network, we set the parameters as listed in Table I , and used only the standard humanoid model in Fig. 3 . The value of Γ ref = 1.5 is selected empirically. As shown in Fig. 6(a) , when the total linking number is 1.5, the robot arms start to form a holding around the humanoid model. In the process of training, we updated the network 4 times after each episode using the Adam optimizer [38] based on the last 4 experience batches.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed representations, we trained the network using 3 different input spaces for comparison: i) using both the Writhe matrix and the Laplacian coordinates; ii) with only the Writhe matrix as the input; and iii) with a 3 × 38 matrix which contains 38 position coordinates of the landmark points shown in Fig. 3 . We repeated the training for each of the 3 cases for 5 times and report the average results in Fig. 7 .
As seen in Fig. 7(a) , when using both the Writhe matrix and Laplacian coordinates, the network was able to converge after experiencing about 600 episodes and achieved the best result over the 3 test cases. During the training we evaluate the policy without exploration noise as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The result indicates that the network learns how to solve the task with a high Γ U value of around 2. Comparing to the reference Γ ref = 1.5 and as exemplified in Fig. 6 , this provides a holding behavior. In comparison to case i), using only the Writhe matrix performed worse after the training converged at 1500 episodes. This has two reasons: firstly, the Writhe matrix by itself does not encode enough relative spatial information between the robot and the humanoid, it is not able to describe geometric interactions. More importantly, by definition, different robot states can potentially result in the same Writhe matrix. Lastly, we can see that using only position information of landmark points performed the worst. In our evaluation, it was not able to execute the task even after convergence. This emphasizes the importance of using the topological representation.
B. Novel Scenarios and Perception Uncertainty
Having trained the policy using only the standard humanoid model in Fig. 3 , we now evaluate its performance using differently shaped and scaled novel models. The trained policy has been applied on some unseen humanoid models and a few examples are demonstrated in Fig. 6(d-e ). As we can observe, although the humanoid models possess relatively large differences in geometries, the trained policy guides the robot to move its arms around the torso and arms of the humanoid models, and is able to finally achieve holding with high linking numbers.
In addition, we quantitatively test the policy by applying it to the 3 humanoid models in Fig. 3 . For each model, we randomize its initial position and keep it moving up and down in front of the robot within a 40 × 40 cm 2 region for 100 times × 5 batches and let the network run for 10 steps for each execution. An execution is successful if the final linking number Γ U is greater than 1.5. As reported in Table II , the policy performs well and achieves an average success rate of 99% when evaluated with the standard model from training. For the slim model, the policy performs equally well with a success rate of 98%. However, the performance drops to 92.6% for the stout model. As one can observe, the stout model is shorter and wider, which is more difficult to hold. Moreover, since the robot arms are kept away from each other by the wide torso, the maximum achievable linking number for this model is lower.
For evaluating the robustness against perception uncertainty, we simulate perception errors for landmark points using additive Gaussian noise. In the presence of different magnitudes σ of perception errors, we apply the trained policy on the standard humanoid model and recorded the achieved Γ U against the movement step. This experiment is repeated for 100 times for each σ and the statistics is reported in Fig. 8 . This result indicates that our trained policy is not significantly affected by the perception noise, since adopted topological representation is not sensitive to the absolute positions of landmark points.
C. Qualitative Experiments
In addition to holding the upright humanoid models, we applied the learned policy to a fixed floating humanoid as shown in Fig. 6(f) . Although the humanoid is spatially different from the upright model, our network was still able to tightly hold the humanoid by winding around the same links. Besides, using the linking Γ H developed in Sec. IV-A, we trained another policy and successfully applied it to hold horizontal humanoid models as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 6 (g)&(h). In addition to the robustness against differently shaped and scaled models, this implies that our formulation of the problem and the topological representation are flexible to the orientation of the humanoid model as well.
Moreover, once a holding is achieved, we tried to apply it to two different application cases based on the physical simulation in Gazebo, as shown in Fig. 9 . For a standing humanoid, we moved the robot backwards to show that the achieved holding can pull the humanoid for transportation. When the humanoid is sitting on the floor, we show that the holding action can safely help it to stand up. Lastly, we applied the policy trained in simulation directly to a real robot as in Fig. 9(c) . The human was successfully held by the robot without requiring any extra tuning. This further shows one of the most important benefits of using topological representations that, since it is insensitive to geometries or perceptions, it can be easily transferred from simulation to reality.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we learned a motion policy that enabled WAM of a humanoid with close interaction between the humanoid's and the robot's bodies. We used a topology-based representation with Writhe matrix and Laplacian coordinates for reinforcement learning to achieve generalization and reactive behavior in dynamic scenarios. Our results showed that this representation performed better than geometric state encoding in training and achieved a 99% success rate in test. We also demonstrated the robustness and generalization of our policy by applying it in scenarios with unseen, different shape humanoids, floating humanoid, and with perception noise. In the qualitative evaluation, we showed that subsequent transporting was feasible by dragging the humanoid away or lifting it up. Further, we directly applied the policy learned in simulation on a real robot to verify that the policy can be easily transferred to reality. 
